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Abstract. One of the strengths of using stream X-machines to specify a system is that, under certain well defined
conditions, it is possible to produce a test set that is guaranteed to determine the correctness of an implementa-
tion. However, the existing method assumes that the implementation of each processing function is proved to be
correct before the actual testing can take place, so it only test the system integration. This paper presents a new
method for generating test sets from a deterministic stream X-machine specification that generalises the existing
integration testing method. This method no longer requires the implementations of the processing functions to
be proved correct prior to the actual testing. Instead, the testing of the processing functions is performed along
with the integration testing.
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1. Introduction

One approach to formally specifying a system is to use a form of extended finite state machine called a stream
X-machine [HoI98, IpH96]. A stream X-machine (SXM for short) is a type of X-machine [Eil74, Hol88, HoI98]
that describes a system as a finite set of states, each with an internal store, called memory, and a number of
transitions between the states. A transition is triggered by an input value, produces an output value and may
alter the memory. A stream X-machine may be modelled by a finite automaton (the associated finite automaton)
in which the arcs are labelled by function names (the processing functions). Thus, stream X-machines can com-
bine the dynamic features of finite state machines with data structures, thus sharing the benefits of both these
worlds. Various case studies [HoI98, FHI95, KEK00] have demonstrated the value of the stream X-machine as
a specification method, especially for interactive systems. A tool for writing stream X-machine specifications
has also been constructed [KeK00]. The refinement of stream X-machines [IpH98a, IpH02a] as well as various
subclasses of stream X-machines [IpH96, BGH00, BGH01, Ghe00] have also been investigated. The minimality
issue has also been investigated in the context of stream X-machines [Ipa03]. Furthermore, several models of
communicating stream X-machines have been devised and their applicability to real applications has been demon-
strated [BWW96, BCG09, CHV00, GeV00, IpH02b]. Communicating stream X-machines have also been used
for modelling P-systems [ABC02].

One of the strengths of using stream X-machines to specify a system is that, under certain well defined con-
ditions, it is possible to produce a test set that is guaranteed to determine the correctness of an implementation
[IpH97, HoI98, MIG95]. These conditions fall into two categories. Firstly, the stream X-machine specification has
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to meet some “design for test conditions” viz. input-completeness and output-distinguishability [IpH97, HoI98].
Secondly, the method assumes that the processing functions are correctly implemented and reduces the testing of
a stream X-machine to the testing of its associated finite automaton. Therefore, it is fair to say that the method
only tests the integration of the processing functions implementations into the system implementation. In practice,
the correctness of the implementation of a processing function is checked by a separate process [HoI98, IpH98b]:
depending on the nature of the function, it can be tested using the same method or alternative functional methods,
for example category partition testing [OsB89] or a variant.

The method (called in what follows SXM integration testing) was first developed in the context of deterministic
stream X-machines (DSXM integration testing) [IpH97, HoI98] and then extended to the non-deterministic case
(NSXM integration testing) [IpH00]. Alternative design for test conditions have also been investigated [Bal01].
The method in which, initially, only equivalence testing was considered, has also been extended to address con-
formance testing [HiH00].

Unlike the traditional extended finite state machine testing approaches [ChK93, LeY96, WaL93], the SXM
integration testing method does not involve the construction of the equivalent finite state machine (whose states
are the state/memory pairs of the original stream X-machine), and therefore does not rely on the finiteness of the
memory and avoids the state explosion problem associated with this construction. Instead, however, it assumes
that the implementation of each processing function can be tested in isolation from the rest of the system. This is
not always a realistic assumption since the implementations of the processing functions are not always separate
units of code (functions, procedures, etc.) that can be separated from the rest of the implementation.

This paper presents a new method for generating test sets from a deterministic stream X-machine specification
that generalises the existing DSXM integration testing method. The new method (called complete DSXM testing)
no longer requires the implementations of the processing functions to be proved correct before the actual testing
can take place. Instead, the testing of the processing functions is performed along with the integration testing.
Therefore, the test set generated by this method will be made up of two components: one that tests the processing
functions and the other that tests their integration. This latter component is in fact the test set generated by the
DSXM integration testing method.

The paper is structured as follows. Sections 2 and 3 introduce basic concepts of finite automata and stream
X-machines, respectively. The (existing) DSXM integration testing method is presented in Section 4. The theo-
retical basis for the (new) complete DSXM testing method is given in section 5; its applicability is discussed in
Section 6. Conclusions and directions for future work are given in Section 7.

Before continuing, we introduce the notation used in the paper. For a finite alphabet A,A∗ denotes the set of all
finite sequences with members in A. ε denotes the empty sequence. For a, b ∈ A∗, ab denotes the concatenation of
sequences a and b. an is defined by a0 � ε and an � an−1a for n � 1. For U, V ⊆ A∗, UV � {ab | a ∈ U, b ∈ V };
Un is defined by U 0 � {ε} and Un � Un−1U for n � 1.

For a sequence a ∈ A∗, length(a) denotes the number of elements of a (in particular length(ε) � 0).
For a (partial) function f : A −→ B, dom(f) denotes the domain of f, i.e. the subset of A for which f is

defined. Im(f ) denotes the image of f, i.e. Im(f ) � {f (a) | a ∈ A}. For U ⊆ A, f (U ) � {f (a) | a ∈ U}. For
U ⊆ A, f | U denotes the restriction of f to U, i.e. f | U : U −→ B is defined by f | U (a) � f (a), ∀a ∈ U.

For two (partial) functions f, g : A −→ B, we use f ⊆ g to denote that f (a) � g(a), ∀a ∈ dom(f).
For n sets A1, . . . , An, πi : A1 × . . . × An −→ Ai denotes the projection function, for 1 � i � n.
For a finite set A, card(A) denotes the number of elements in A.

2. Finite automata

This section defines the finite automaton and related concepts and results to be used later in the paper.

Definition 2.1. A finite automaton (FA for short) A is a tuple (�, Q, F, I, T ), where:

• � is the finite input alphabet;
• Q is the finite set of states;
• F is the (partial) next state function, F : Q × � −→ 2Q;
• I and T are the sets of initial and terminal states respectively, I ⊆ Q, T ⊆ Q.

F is usually described by a transition diagram. If q, q ′ ∈ Q, σ ∈ � and q ′ ∈ F (q, σ ) we say that σ is an arc
from q to q ′ and write σ : q → q ′.
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Definition 2.2. An FA is called deterministic if:

• There is one initial state, i.e.

I � {q0};
• F maps each state/input pair into at most one state, i.e.

F : Q × � −→ Q.

In what follows we will only refer to deterministic FAs with all states terminal (T � Q), denoted by a tuple
(�, Q, F, q0).

Definition 2.3. The next state function can be extended to a (partial) function F ∗ : Q × �∗ −→ Q defined by:

• F ∗(q, ε) � q, ∀q ∈ Q;
• F ∗(q, sσ ) � F (F ∗(q, s), σ )), ∀q ∈ Q, s ∈ �∗, σ ∈ �.

Definition 2.4. For q ∈ Q, the language accepted by A in q, denoted by LA(q), is defined by:

LA(q) � {s ∈ �∗ | (q, s) ∈ dom(F∗)}.
The language accepted by A in q0 is simply called the language accepted by A and is denoted by LA.

Definition 2.5. A state q ∈ Q is called accessible if ∃s ∈ �∗ with F ∗(q0, s) � q. A is called accessible if ∀q ∈ Q, q
is accessible.

Definition 2.6. For U ⊆ �∗, two states q1, q2 ∈ Q are called U -equivalent if LA(q1) ∩U � LA(q2) ∩U. Otherwise
q1 and q2 are called U -distinguishable. If U � �∗ then q1 and q2 are simply called equivalent or distinguishable.
A is called reduced if ∀q1, q2 ∈ Q, ((q1 
� q2) �⇒ (q1 and q2 are distinguishable)).

Definition 2.7. A deterministic FA, A, is called minimal if any other FA that accepts the same language as A has
at least the same number of states as A.

Theorem 2.1. A is minimal if and only if A is accessible and reduced.

This is a well known result; for a proof see for example [Eil74].

Definition 2.8. Let A � (�, Q, F, q0) and A′ � (�, Q′, F ′, q ′
0) be two deterministic FAs having the same input

alphabet. Then a bijective function g : Q −→ Q′ is called an isomorphism if:

• g(q0) � q ′
0;

• g(F (q, σ )) � F ′(g(q), σ ), ∀q ∈ Q, σ ∈ �.

That is, an isomorphism is a function that renames the states of a FA.

Theorem 2.2. For two minimal deterministic FAs A and A′, LA � LA′ if and only if A and A′ are isomorphic.

This is a well known result; for a proof see, for example, [Eil74]. Techniques for constructing the minimal FA
that accepts a given language also exist; for more detail see, for example, [Eil74].

We now turn our attention to FA testing and, in particular, to the generation of test sequences from a FA
specification.

Given a FA specification A and a class of implementations C, a test set is a set of input sequences that, when
applied to any implementation A′ in the class C, will detect any response in A′ that does not conform to the
response specified by A.

Definition 2.9. Let A be a deterministic FA and C a set of deterministic FAs having the same input alphabet �
as A. Then a finite set Y ⊆ �∗ is called a test set of A w.r.t. C if ∀A′ ∈ C, (LA ∩ Y � LA′ ∩ Y �⇒ LA � LA′ ).

The class C is identified by the assumptions we can make about the implementation A′. In principle, no
information is available about the implementation, but in this case a test set may not exist for even very simple
FA specifications.

There are a number of more or less realistic assumptions that one can make about the form and size of the
implementation and these, in turn, give rise to different techniques for generating test sets [LeY96]. One of the
least restrictive assumptions refers to the number of states of A′ and is the basis for the W -method [Cho78, BGI03]:
the difference between the number of states of the implementation and that of the specification has to be at most
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Fig. 1. The state transition diagram of an X-machine

k, a positive integer estimated by the tester. The W -method was first presented by Chow [Cho78] in the context
of input/output finite state machines (i.e. for which F is of the form F : Q × � −→ 2Q×�, where � is the output
alphabet) that are completely specified (i.e. ∅ /∈ Im(F )) and was later extended to partially specified input/output
finite state machines and finite automata [BGI03]. This latter form of the W method is presented here, the context
being that of finite automata.

The following concepts are from [BGI03]:

Definition 2.10. S ⊆ �∗ is called a state cover of A if ε ∈ S and ∀q ∈ Q \ {q0}, ∃s ∈ S such that F ∗(q0, s) � q.

Definition 2.11. P ⊆ �∗ is called a transition cover of A if S ∪ S� ⊆ P for some state cover S of A.

Definition 2.12. W ⊆ �∗ is called a characterisation set of A if any two distinct states of A, q1, q2 ∈ Q, q1 
� q2,
are W -distinguishable.

Note that a state cover, a transition cover and a characterisation set exist if A is minimal. These concepts are
illustrated in Example 4.2.

The following result is the theoretical basis for the W -method in the context of deterministic finite automata:

Theorem 2.3. [BGI03] Let A be a deterministic FA having input alphabet �, n the number of states of A, m � n
and Cm the set of deterministic FAs having input alphabet � whose number of states does not exceed m. If P is
a transition cover and W a characterisation set of A then Ym−n � P (�m−n ∪ . . . ∪ {ε})(W ∪ {ε}) is a test set of A
w.r.t. Cm.

3. Stream X-machines

In this section the stream X-machine and other basic concepts related to it are defined.
In its essence an X-machine is like a finite state machine but with one important difference. Instead of using

abstract symbols, the labels of the transitions are (partial) functions that operate on a basic data set X. The set of
these (partial) functions, �, is called the type of the machine and represents the elementary operations that the
machine is capable of performing.

The computation of the machine starts in a given initial state (control state) and a given state of the system’s
underlying data type X (the data state). In Fig. 1, for example, there are a number of paths that can be traced out
from the initial state and each edge is labelled by a function: φ1, φ2, etc. Sequences of functions are thus derived
from each path in the state space and these may be composed to produce a function that may be defined on the
data state. This is then applied to the value x providing that the composed function is defined on x. This then
gives a new value, x ∈ X for the data state and a new control state. Usually, the machine is deterministic so that
at any moment there is only one possible function defined (that is the domains of the functions that emerge from
any state are mutually disjoint).

Those X-machines in which all data are triples consisting of a stream of input symbols, a stream of output
symbols and an internal memory value are called stream X-machines and are defined formally next. The basic
idea is that the machine has some internal memory, M, and the stream of inputs determine, depending on the
current state of control and the current state of the memory, the next control state, the next memory state and
the output value.
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Definition 3.1. A stream X-Machine (SXM for short) is a tuple

Z � (�, �, Q, M, �, F, I, T , m0),

where:

• � and � are finite sets called the input alphabet and output alphabet respectively;
• Q is the finite set of states;
• M is a (possibly) infinite set called memory;
• � is the type of Z, a finite set of distinct processing functions that the machine can use; a processing function

is a non-empty (partial) function of the form

φ : M × � −→ � × M;

• F is the (partial) next state function,

F : Q × � −→ 2Q;

As for finite automata, F is usually described by a state-transition diagram.
• I and T are the sets of initial and terminal states respectively,

I ⊆ Q, T ⊆ Q;

• m0 is the initial memory value,

m0 ∈ M.

Thus, SXMs are X-machines for which the processing functions have the form φ : M × � −→ � × M, i.e.
each such function will read an input symbol, discard it and produce an output symbol while (possibly) changing
the value of the memory.

It is sometimes helpful to think of an X-machine as a finite automaton with the arcs labelled by functions
from the type �. The automaton AZ � (�, Q, F, I, T ) over the alphabet � is called the associated FA of Z.
Analogously to finite automata, if for q, q ′ ∈ Q, φ ∈ �, F (q, φ) � q ′, then φ is called an arc of Z from q to q ′,
denoted φ : q → q ′.

A completely specified SXM is one in which there is at least one possible transition for any triplet q ∈ Q, m ∈
M, σ ∈ �. This is now defined.

Definition 3.2. A SXM Z � (�, �, Q, M, �, F, I, T , m0) is called completely specified if ∀q ∈ Q, m ∈ M, σ ∈ �,
∃φ ∈ � such that ((m, σ ) ∈ dom(φ) and (q, φ) ∈ dom(F)).

Definition 3.3. Given a sequence p ∈ �∗, p induces the (partial) function

| p |: M × �∗ −→ �∗ × M

defined as follows:

• | ε | (m, ε) � (ε, m), ∀m ∈ M;
• ∀p ∈ �∗, φ ∈ �, | pφ | (m, sσ ) � (gγ, m′), ∀m, m′ ∈ M, s ∈ �∗, g ∈ �∗, σ ∈ �, γ ∈ � such that ∃m′′ ∈ M

with (| p | (m, s) � (g, m′′) and φ(m′′, σ ) � (γ, m′)).

Thus | p | shows the correspondence between a (memory, input string) pair and the (output string, memory)
pair produced by the application, in turn, of the processing functions in the sequence p.

A deterministic SXM is one in which there is at most one possible transition for any triplet q ∈ Q, m ∈ M, σ ∈
�.

Definition 3.4. An SXM Z is called deterministic if the following hold.

• The associated FA of the machine is deterministic, i.e.

– Z has only one initial state, i.e.

I � {q0};
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Fig. 2. The associated FA of Z

– The next state function of Z maps each pair (state, processing function) onto at most one state, i.e.

F : Q × � −→ Q;

• Any two distinct processing functions that label arcs emerging from the same state have disjoint domains, i.e.
∀φ1, φ2 ∈ �, ((∃q ∈ Q with (q, φ1), (q, φ2) ∈ dom(F)) �⇒ (φ1 � φ2 or dom(φ1) ∩ dom(φ2) � ∅)).

Note that if a deterministic SXM is completely specified then there is exactly one transition for any triplet
q ∈ Q, m ∈ M, σ ∈ �.

Since stream X-machines are used in this paper as a basis for testing, it is normal to assume that every state
is terminal, i.e. T � Q. This basically means that the output produced by the machine can be viewed in any of
its states, even though the machine is only allowed to terminate its computation in certain states.

Thus, in what follows, we will refer to deterministic SXMs (DFSMs for short) with all states terminal, denoted
by a tuple Z � (�, �, Q, M, �, F, q0, m0). The associated FA is then a tuple AZ � (�, Q, F, q0).

Example 3.1. A DSXM Z � (�, �, Q, M, �, F, q0, m0) with � � {a, b}, � � {x, y, z, w}, Q � {q0, q1, q2},
M � {0, 1}, m0 � 0, � � {φ1, φ2, φ3}, F as represented in Fig. 2 and φ1, φ2, φ3 : M × � −→ � × M defined by:

φ1(m, a) � (x, m), m ∈ M;
φ2(0, a) � (y, 0),
φ2(1, a) � (z, 1);
φ3(m, b) � (w, 1 − m), m ∈ M

will be used in illustrations later in the paper.

A machine computation takes the form of a traversal of all sequences of arcs in the state space from the initial
state and the application, in turn, of the arc labels (which represent processing functions) to the initial memory
value. The correspondence between the input sequence applied to the machine and the output produced gives
rise to the function computed by the machine, as defined next.

Definition 3.5. Given a DSXM Z, the (partial) function fZ : �∗ −→ �∗ defined by:

fZ(s) � g if ∃p ∈ �∗, m ∈ M such that (q0, p) ∈ dom(F∗) and | p | (m0, s) � (g, m)

is called the function computed by Z. We say that Z computes fZ.

Note that fZ is a function since Z is deterministic. However, in general, a (non-deterministic) SXM may
compute a relation rather than a function since the application of an input sequence may produce more than one
output sequence. This paper will, however, deal only with the deterministic case.

If a DSXM Z is completely specified then fZ is a total function.

4. DSXM integration testing

This section presents the theoretical basis for the DSXM integration testing method [IpH97, HoI98]. This gener-
ates a test set from a DSXM specification, providing that the system components (i.e. the processing functions)
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are implemented correctly. Therefore, it is assumed that the implementation is a DSXM having the same type
(processing functions) as the specification.

A test set is a finite set of input sequences constructed from the DSXM specification that produces identical
results when applied to the specification and the implementation only if the specification and the implementation
compute identical functions.

Definition 4.1. Let Z be a DSXM and C a set of DSXMs having the same input alphabet (�) and output alphabet
(�) as Z. Then a finite set X ⊆ �∗ is called a test set of Z w.r.t. C if ∀Z′ ∈ C, (fZ | X � fZ′ | X �⇒ fZ � fZ′ ).

It is natural to assume that the implementation is a DSXM having the same input alphabet, output alphabet,
memory and initial memory as the specification.

Definition 4.2. Two DSXMs Z and Z′ are called weak testing compatible if they have identical input alphabets,
output alphabets, memory sets and initial memory values.

Furthermore, as discussed in the introduction of the section, the implementation will be assumed to have the
same type as the specification.

Definition 4.3. Two weak testing compatible DSXMs are called testing compatible if they have identical types.

The method also requires that the DSXM specification satisfies two conditions: input-completeness and
output-distinguishability.

Definition 4.4. � is called output-distinguishable if ∀φ1, φ2 ∈ �, ((∃m ∈ M, σ ∈ � with π1(φ1(m, σ )) �
π1(φ2(m, σ ))) �⇒ φ1 � φ2).

This says that we must be able to distinguish between any two different processing functions by examining
outputs. If we cannot then we will not always be able to tell them apart.

Definition 4.5. � is called input-complete if ∀φ ∈ �, m ∈ M, ∃σ ∈ � such that (m, σ ) ∈ dom(φ).

This condition ensures that any processing function can be exercised from any memory value using appropriate
input symbols.

For Example 3.1., � is both input-complete and output-distinguishable.
These two conditions (output-distinguishability and input-completeness) are generally known as “design for

test conditions” [HoI98, IpH97]. Without them, it would be extremely difficult to test a system properly. The
output-distinguishability condition ensures that any processing function can be identified from the machine com-
putation by examining the outputs produced. The input-completeness condition ensures that all sequences of
processing functions in the associated FA can be exercised using appropriate inputs, so they can be tested against
the implementation.

The basic idea of the method is to translate test sets of the associated FA into test sets of the DSXM specifi-
cation. In order to do this, we need a mechanism, called a test function, that translates sequences of processing
functions into sequences of inputs.

Definition 4.6. Let Z � (�, �, Q, M, �, F, q0, m0) be a DSXM having type � input-complete. Then a function
t : �∗ −→ �∗ is called a test function of Z if the following hold:

• t(ε) � ε;
• for φ1, . . . , φn ∈ �, with n > 0, t(φ1 . . . φn) � σ1 . . . σk, where σ1, . . . , σk ∈ � are such that (m0, σ1 . . . σk) ∈

dom(| φ1 . . . φk |) and k is as follows:

– φ1 . . . φn ∈ LAZ
�⇒ k � n;

– φ1 . . . φn /∈ LAZ
�⇒ k � i + 1, where 0 � i < n is such that (φ1 . . . φi ∈ LAZ

and φ1 . . . φi+1 /∈ LAZ
).

In other words, for any sequence v � φ1 . . . φn of processing functions, t(v) is a sequence of inputs that exer-
cises the longest prefix φ1 . . . φi of v that is a path in the machine and, if i < n, also exercises φi+1, the function
that follows after this prefix.

Note that since � is input-complete there always exist σ1, . . . , σk as above. Also note that, in general, a test
function of Z is not uniquely determined, many different test functions may exist.

Example 4.1. The following values illustrate the construction of a test function for Z as in Example 3.1.:
t(φ1) � a,
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t(φ1φ2) � aa,
t(φ1φ2φ3) � aab,
t(φ1φ2φ3φ1) � t(φ1φ2φ3φ1v) � aaba, ∀v ∈ �∗.

The result below is the theoretical basis for DSXM integration testing.

Theorem 4.1. [IpH97, HoI98] Let Z be a DSXM having type � input-complete and output-distinguishable and
C a set of DSXMs testing compatible with Z. If t is a test function of Z and Y ⊆ �∗ a test set of AZ w.r.t. AC,
where AC � {AZ′ | Z′ ∈ C}, then X � t(Y ) is a test set of Z w.r.t. C.

Since C is a set of DSXMs testing compatible with Z, it is assumed that the processing functions are imple-
mented correctly (i.e. the implementation uses the same set of processing function as the implementation.) There-
fore, the method only tests the integration of the processing functions into the whole system. The correctness
of the implementations of the processing functions is checked by separate testing processes, as discussed in
[IpH97, HoI98].

We can now use Theorem 4.1. and Theorem 2.3. to generate a test set of Z w.r.t. Cm, the set of DSXMs
testing compatible with Z whose number of states does not exceed m. This is Xm−n � t(Ym−n), where Ym−n �
P (�m−n ∪ . . . ∪ {ε})(W ∪ {ε}), n is the number of states in Z, P is a transition cover and W a characterisation set
of AZ and t is a test function of Z.

The following example illustrates the construction of Xm−n for Z as in Example 3.1. and m − n � 1.

Example 4.2. S � {ε, φ1, φ1φ2},
P � S ∪ S� � {ε, φ1, φ2, φ3, φ1φ1, φ1φ2, φ1φ3, φ1φ2φ1, φ1φ2φ2, φ1φ2φ3},
W � {φ1, φ2},
Y1 � P (� ∪ {ε})(W ∪ {ε}),
X1 � t(Y1).

More detail about the applicability of the DSXM integration testing method may be found in [HoI98, IpH97].

5. Theoretical basis for complete DSXM testing

This section presents the theoretical basis for the complete DSXM testing method. Unlike integration testing, no
assumption is made here regarding the correctness of the implementation of the processing functions. Therefore,
the more general case, in which the specification and the implementation may have different types (are weak
testing compatible), is considered.

When the functionality of a system is not specified for one or more inputs, it usually means that the imple-
mentation of the “missing” functionality is not important in the context of the specified system. Therefore, in
order to establish that a DSXM Z′ is an acceptable implementation of a (partially specified) DSXM specification
Z, it is enough to show that fZ ⊆ fZ′ .

The definition of a test set is revised to reflect this, more general, situation.

Definition 5.1. Let Z be a DSXM and C a set of DSXMs having the same input alphabet (�) and output alphabet
(�) as Z. Then a finite set X ⊆ �∗ is called a weak test set of Z w.r.t. C if ∀Z′ ∈ C, (fZ | X � fZ′ | X �⇒
fZ ⊆ fZ′ ).

Unlike the definition of a test set, fZ|X � fZ′ |X above is a sufficient, but not a necessary condition. When
X ⊆ dom(fZ) (in particular when Z is completely defined), the condition is also necessary. Furthermore, if Z is
completely defined then X is a weak test set of Z w.r.t. C if and only if X is a test set of Z w.r.t. C. Conversely, if
Z is completely specified and X is a weak test set of Z w.r.t. C then X is also a test set of Z w.r.t. C.

The output-distinguishability condition is also updated for the situation where the specification and the
implementation may have different types.

Definition 5.2. Let Z � (�, �, Q, M, �, F, q0, m0) and Z′ � (�, �, Q′, M, �′, F ′, q ′
0, m0) be two weak testing

compatible DSXMs having types � and �′, respectively. Then � is called output-distinguishable w.r.t. �′ if there
exists an injective function c : � −→ �′ such that the following holds: ∀φ ∈ �, φ′ ∈ �′, ((∃m ∈ M, σ ∈ � such
that π1(φ(m, σ )) � π1(φ′(m, σ ))) �⇒ φ′ � c(φ)).

This says that, for a processing function φ in �, we must be able to identify a corresponding function φ′ � c(φ)
in �′ by examining outputs. Note that if � � �′ then c is the identity function and that � is output-distinguishable
w.r.t. itself iff � is output-distinguishable.
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In the conditions of Definition 5.2., we use Ac
Z′ to denote the FA (�′, Q′, F ′

c, q
′
0), where F ′

c is the restriction
of F ′ to Q′ × Im(c), i.e. F ′

c � F ′ | (Q′ × Im(c)). Clearly, LAc
Z′ � LAZ′ ∩ Im(c)∗, so LAc

Z′ ⊆ LAZ′ .

We also denote by A−c
Z′ � (�, Q′, F ′

−c, q
′
0), the FA obtained by substituting each arc c(φ) in Ac

Z′ with φ,
i.e. F ′

−c(q ′, φ) � F ′
c(q ′, c(φ)). Obviously, for φ1, . . . , φn ∈ �, φ1 . . . φn ∈ LA−c

Z′ iff c(φ1) . . . c(φn) ∈ LAc
Z′ iff

c(φ1) . . . c(φn) ∈ LAZ′ .
Since the method does not assume that the processing functions are correctly implemented, it will have to test

their implementation in addition to their integration. Therefore, the test set generated by the method will be made
up of two components: the integration test set (given in the previous section) and a set for testing the processing
functions. This latter component will be called a function test set. The concepts necessary for its constructions
are presented below.

Definition 5.3. Let Z � (�, �, Q, M, �, F, q0, m0) and Z′ � (�, �, Q′, M, �′, F ′, q ′
0, m0) be two weak testing

compatible DSXMs. Then for φ ∈ � and m ∈ M, a finite set �φ
m ⊆ � is called a weak m test set of φ w.r.t. �′ if

the following holds: ∀φ′ ∈ �′, ((∀σ ∈ �φ
m, (π1(φ(m, σ )) � π1(φ′(m, σ ))) �⇒ φ ⊆ φ′).

That is, a weak m test set of φ w.r.t. �′ is a finite set of inputs that tests φ against any processing function
in �′.

Definition 5.4. Let Z be a DSXM having type �. Then a finite set V � {v1, . . . , vk} ⊆ �∗ is called a function cover
of Z if � can be written as � � {φ1, . . . , φk} such that the following hold:

• v1 � ε and φ1 ∈ LAZ
;

• ∀2 � i � k, (vi ∈ {φ1, . . . , φi−1}∗ and viφi ∈ LAZ
).

That is, vi is a sequence containing only the functions φ1, . . . , φi−1 that “accesses” φi. Therefore, V accesses
every processing function in AZ using sequences of functions that have already been accessed.

Example 5.1. For Z as in Example 3.1., V � {ε, φ1, φ1φ2} is a function cover of Z.

A function cover of Z exists if and only if for any proper subset �0 of �, LZ \ �∗
0 
� ∅. This happens if AZ is

accessible and all processing functions in � are actually used as labels in AZ (i.e. π2(dom(F)) � �), as it is always
the case in practice.

Definition 5.5. Let Z � (�, �, Q, M, �, F, q0, m0) and Z′ � (�, �, Q′, M, �′, F ′, q ′
0, m0) be two weak testing

compatible DSXMs, � � {φ1, . . . , φk} input-complete, V � {v1, . . . , vk} a function cover of Z and t a test function
of Z. Then Xf � ∪k

i�1t(vi)�i
mi

is called a function test set of Z w.r.t. �′ if for 1 � i � k, π2(| vi | (m0, t(vi))) � mi

and �i
mi

is a weak mi test set of φi w.r.t. �′.

For simplicity, in the expression of Xf we used t(vi) instead of {t(vi)}. A function test set of Z exists if a
function cover of Z exists and � is input-complete.

The underlying idea behind the construction of a function test set is to access and test every processing func-
tion in AZ using sequences of functions that have already been accessed and tested. Therefore, a function test set
is used to test the processing functions of the DSXM specification against their implementations, as shown by
the result below.

Lemma 5.1. Let Z and Z′ be two weak testing compatible DSXMs having types � and �′, respectively, such
that � is input-complete and output-distinguishable w.r.t. �′. If Xf is a function test set of Z w.r.t. �′ and
fZ | Xf � fZ′ | Xf then there exists an injective function c : � −→ �′ such that ∀φ ∈ �, φ ⊆ c(φ).

Proof. Let � � {φ1, . . . , φk}, V � {v1, . . . , vk} and Xf � ∪k
i�1t(vi)�i

mi
be as in Definition 5.5.. Let also c : � −→

�′ be as in Definition 5.2. For simplicity, we also denote by c : �∗ −→ �′∗ the free-semigroup morphism induced
by c.

We prove by induction on 1 � i � k the following statement: φi ⊆ c(φi) and c(viφi) ∈ LAZ′ .

For i � 1 this is φ1 ⊆ c(φ1) and c(φ1) ∈ LAZ′ . Since fZ | �1
m1

� fZ′ | �1
m1

, where m1 � m0, ∃φ′ ∈ �′ such
that φ′ ∈ LAZ′ and ∀σ ∈ �1

m1
, π1(φ1(m1, σ )) � π1(φ′(m1, σ )). Since � is output-distinguishable w.r.t. �′, we have

φ′ � c(φ1), so c(φ1) ∈ LAZ′ and ∀σ ∈ �1
m1

, π1(φ1(m1, σ )) � π1(c(φ1)(m1, σ )). Since �1
m1

is a weak m1 test set of
φ1 w.r.t. �′, we have φ1 ⊆ c(φ1).

Assume the statement true for 1 � j � i −1, i > 1. Let si � t(vi). Since ∀1 � j � i, vj ∈ {φ1, . . . , φj−1}∗ and
φj ⊆ c(φj ), we have π1(| vi | (m0, si)) � π1(| c(vi) | (m0, si)) and π2(| vi | (m0, si)) � π2(| c(vi) | (m0, si)) � mi.
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From this and fZ | si�
i
mi

� fZ′ | si�
i
mi

it follows that ∃φ′ ∈ �′ such that c(vi)φ′ ∈ LAZ′ and ∀σi ∈ �i
mi

,

π1(| viφi | (m0, siσi)) � π1(| c(vi)φ′ | (m0, siσi)). Hence ∀σi ∈ �i
mi

, π1(φi(mi, σi)) � π1(φ′(mi, σi)). Since
� is output-distinguishable w.r.t. �′, we have φ′ � c(φi), so c(viφi) ∈ LAZ′ and ∀σi ∈ �i

mi
, π1(φi(mi, σi)) �

π1(c(φi)(mi, σi)). Since �i
mi

is a weak mi test set of φi w.r.t. �′, it follows that φi ⊆ c(φi). �

We can now prove the result we are after. Theorem 5.1. is the theoretical basis for the complete DSXM testing
method.

Theorem 5.1. Let Z be a DSXM having type � input-complete and C a set of DSXMs weak testing compatible
with Z having type �′ such that � is output-distinguishable w.r.t. �′. If t is a test function of Z, Y ⊆ �∗ is a test
set of AZ w.r.t. A−c

C , where A−c
C � {A−c

Z′ | Z′ ∈ C} and Xf is a function test set of Z w.r.t. �′, then X′ � t(Y ) ∪ Xf

is a weak test set of Z w.r.t. C.

Proof. Let Z′ ∈ C such that fZ | X′ � fZ′ | X′. Then we have to prove that fZ ⊆ fZ′ .
For simplicity, we use c to denote both the injective function c : � −→ �′ and the free-semigroup morphism

induced by it, c : �∗ −→ �′∗. From Lemma 5.1. it follows that ∀φ ∈ �, φ ⊆ c(φ).
Let v ∈ Y. We prove that v ∈ LAZ

iff c(v) ∈ LAZ′ .
“if”: Assume v ∈ LAZ

. Then from fZ(t(v)) � fZ′ (t(v)) it follows that ∃v′ ∈ �′∗ such that π1(| v | (m0, t(v))) �
π1(| v′ | (m0, t(v))). Since � is output-distinguishable w.r.t. �′ and ∀φ ∈ �, φ ⊆ c(φ), we have v′ � c(v), so
c(v) ∈ LAZ′ .

“only if”: Assume v /∈ LAZ
and c(v) ∈ LAZ′ . Then let v � φ1 . . . φn and let 1 � k � n be such that

φ1 . . . φk−1 ∈ LAZ
and φ1 . . . φk /∈ LAZ

. Then (m0, t(v)) ∈ dom(| φ1 . . . φk |). Since ∀φ ∈ �, φ ⊆ c(φ), we have
(m0, t(v)) ∈ dom(| c (φ1) . . . c (φk) |). Since c(v) ∈ LAZ′ , we have c(φ1) . . . c(φk) ∈ LAZ′ , so from fZ(t(v)) �
fZ′ (t(v)) it follows that ∃v′ ∈ �∗ such that v′ ∈ LAZ

and π1(| v′ | (m0, t(v))) � π1(| c(φ1) . . . c(φk) | (m0, t(v))).
Since � is output-distinguishable w.r.t. �′ and ∀φ ∈ �, φ ⊆ c(φ), we have v′ � φ1 . . . φk � v, so v ∈ LAZ

, which
is a contradiction.

Therefore (v ∈ Y and v ∈ LAZ
) iff (v ∈ Y and c(v) ∈ LAZ′ ), hence (v ∈ Y and v ∈ LAZ

) iff (v ∈ Y and v ∈ L−c
AZ′ ).

Since Y is a test set of AZ w.r.t. A−c
C , it follows that v ∈ LAZ

iff v ∈ L−c
AZ′ . Therefore, v ∈ LAZ

iff c(v) ∈ LAZ′ . From
this and ∀φ ∈ �,φ ⊆ c(φ) it follows that fZ ⊆ fZ′ . �

If the specification Z is completely specified, then X′ establishes functional equivalence of specification and
implementation rather than functional inclusion.

Corollary 5.1. In the conditions of Theorem 5.1., if Z is completely specified then X′ � t(Y ) ∪ Xf is a test set of
Z w.r.t. C.

Proof. Follows from Theorem 5.1. and the fact that fZ is a total function. �

6. The complete DSXM testing method

We can now use Theorem 5.1. and Theorem 2.3. to generate weak test sets for a DSXM specification.

6.1. Pre-requisites

The method works under the following assumptions:

1. The specification Z is a DSXM whose associated FA is minimal.
2. The type � of the specification is input-complete and output-distinguishable.
3. The implementation can be modelled by a DSXM Z′ such that � is output-distinguishable w.r.t. �′.
4. For any processing function φ ∈ � and memory value m ∈ M, a weak m test set of φ w.r.t. �′ can be

constructed.
5. The number of states in Z′ is bounded by an integer m, which is larger than or equal to the number n of states

in Z.
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Of these assumptions, the first two lie within the capability of the designer. This can arrange for the associated
FA of the X-machine specification to be minimal; standard techniques from automata theory are available [Eil74].
The design for test conditions (i.e. input-completeness and output-distinguishability) can be easily introduced in
the definitions of the processing functions by using extra input and output symbols; a very simple algorithm is
given in [HoI98]; the extra inputs and outputs can be filtered out once the system has passed testing.

The third condition is satisfied if the implementation of each processing function can be identified by examin-
ing outputs. This is normally true if the specified processing functions are output-distinguishable, provided that
all occurrences of a processing function are implemented in the same way or by the same piece of code. When it
is not possible to ensure that two or more occurrences of a processing function are implemented in the same way,
the specification can be modified such that each occurrence will become a distinct function; this can be achieved
by using extra outputs that can be filtered out once the testing has been completed. Note that, unlike the DSXM
integration testing method, here it is not assumed that the processing functions are correctly implemented, but
only that their implementations are present and can be distinguished. Furthermore, the system implementa-
tion may contain additional components (i.e. implementations of extra processing functions) providing that the
output-distinguishability property is preserved.

A weak m test set of a processing function φ can be constructed using the same method if φ is expressible as
the computation of another, simpler, stream X-machine. Alternatively, other functional testing approaches (e.g.
the category partition method or a variant [OsB89]) can be used if φ is a function that carries out relatively simple
tasks on data structures (i.e. inserting and removing items from registers, stacks, files, etc.). Note that, unlike the
DSXM integration testing method, here it is not assumed that the processing functions can be tested in isolation
from the rest of the system and their implementation proved to be correct before the integration testing can begin.

In practice, m is not usually much larger then n, for especially sensitive applications one can make very
pessimistic assumptions about m at the cost of a larger test set.

6.2. Generation of the test set

Under these conditions, a weak test set is X′
m−n � t(Ym−n) ∪ Xf , where

• t is a test function of Z,

• Ym−n � P (�m−n ∪ . . . ∪ {ε})(W ∪ {ε}),
• P is a transition cover of AZ and W is a characterisation set of AZ,

• Xf � ∪k
i�1t(vi)�i

mi
is a function test set of Z w.r.t. �′, where V � {v1, . . . , vk} is a function cover of Z,

� � {φ1, . . . , φk} and for 1 � i � k, π2(| vi | (m0, t(vi))) � mi and �i
mi

is a weak mi test set of φi w.r.t. �′.

The following example illustrates the construction of X′
m−n for Z as in Example 3.1. and m − n � 1.

Example 6.1. We assume that for any memory value m ∈ M we have �1
m � {a}, �2

m � {a}, �3
m � {b}. S, P, W,

Y1 and X1 are as in Example 4.2..
V � {ε, φ1, φ1φ2},
Xf � �1

0 ∪ {a}�2
0 ∪ {aa}�3

0 = {a, aa, aab},
X′

1 � X1 ∪ Xf .

6.3. Complexity of the method

The final question that needs to be addressed is concerned with the practicality of the method. That is, how
complex is the test generation algorithm and what is the size of the test set generated?

In what follows, for a finite set of sequences B ⊆ A∗, | B |� �b∈Blength(b) denotes the total length of all
sequences in B.

According to [Cho78], card(Ym−n) � n2km−n+1 and | Ym−n |� n2mkm−n+1, where k � card(�). Since the size
of Xm−n � t(Ym−n) cannot exceed that of Ym−n, card(Xm−n) � n2km−n+1 and | Xm−n |� n2mkm−n+1. On the other
hand, v1 � ε and it is easy to see that for 2 � i � k, length(vi) � n − 1, so | {v1, . . . vk} |� (n − 1)(k − 1). If
the number of elements of any weak mi test set �i

mi
of a processing function is at most r, then card(Xf ) � kr

and | Xf |� (n − 1)(k − 1)r + kr � nkr. Therefore card(X′) � n2km−n+1 + kr and | X′ |� n2mkm−n+1 + nkr. In
particular, for m � n, the respective bounds are n2k + kr and n3k + nkr. Note that these bounds refer to the worst
case, in an average case, the size of the test set is much lower.
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According to [Cho78], the amount of work required to construct Ym−n is n2k. The set Xm−n � t(Ym−n) is
generated by first constructing the test set Ym−n and then applying the test function to each sequence in Ym−n. The
complexity of the former is n2k, the complexity of the latter is proportional to the complexity of the processing
functions, the size of the input alphabet and the total length of Ym−n. Therefore, if the complexity of each process-
ing function is at most C and Card(�) � p then the complexity of constructing Xm−n is n2k + Cpn2mkm−n+1 ≈
Cpn2mkm−n+1. The set Xf is generated by first constructing a function cover V � {v1, . . . vk}, then applying the
test function to each sequence in V and then generating the weak mi test sets of the processing functions. The
amount of work required to construct V is proportional to nk. The complexity of applying the test function to V
is proportional to the complexity of the processing functions, the size of the input alphabet and the total length of
V , so this is Cpnk. Therefore, if the complexity of generating a weak mi test set �i

mi
of a processing function is at

most D then the complexity of constructing Xf is nk + Cpnk + kD ≈ Cpnk + kD. Therefore, the total complexity
of the method is Cpn2mkm−n+1 + Cpnk + kD ≈ Cpn2mkm−n+1 + kD.

If the processing functions and their weak mi test sets are computable by some algorithms, then the generation
of the test set can be automated. Clearly, the method will have to be supported by automated systems and suitable
tools which do not yet exist.

7. Conclusions

The complete DSXM testing method presented here generalises the existing DSXM integration testing method.
It no longer requires the implementations of the processing functions to be proved correct before the actual testing
can take place. Instead, the testing of the processing functions is performed along with the integration testing.
This is an important advance since, in many situations, the implementations of the processing functions are not
separate units of code (functions, procedures, etc.) that can be tested in isolation from the rest of the system.

Consequently, the test set generated by the method is made up of two components: a set for testing the pro-
cessing functions (called a function test set) and a set for testing their integration (i.e. the test set generated by
the DSXM integration testing method).

Further work involves the application of the method to real case studies and the development of automated
tools to support it as well as the generalisation of the method to non-deterministic stream X-machine specifica-
tions, where each transition is associated with a processing relation rather than with a function and the domains
of the relations that emerge from the same state may overlap.
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